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OFFICE ORDER

Due to fixation of staff strength in Kendriya Vidyalayas for the year 2021-22 the staff in excess of the sanctioned strength in certain
Kendriya Vidyalayas are required to be redeployed in terms of Clause 5(a) and 7 of the transfer guidelines effective from 01.04.2011
and amended from time to time. Accordingly, the following employees are hereby redeployed in Kendriya Vidyalaya shown against
their names in public interest with immediate effect. They are eligible for transfer benefits as per KVS rules.
SN.

1
2

EMPLO
YEE
CODE
76613
33627

NAME

POST

KV, WHERE WORKING

KV, WHERE
POSTED

POSTED
KV CODE

CHETAN BHATT
ABDUL REHMAN DAR

JSA
SUB STAFF

N0.2, DMW, PATIALA (1336)
ANANTNAG

ZIET CHANDIGARH
PAHALGAON

1922
1689

(Total cases= 2)
This issues with the approval of the competent authority.
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ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (ESTI.11/111)
Distribution:
1.
2.

The individual concerned.
The Principal, KV concerned where employee is working, with the directions, to relieve the concerned employee immediately under
intimation to this office. The incumbent should be paid advance TA etc. as per KVS rules. In case the individual is on leave/ absent,
he/ she should be relieved in absentia as stated above. On no account his/her relieving should be delayed.
3. The Principal, KV Concerned where employee has been redeployed to intimate date of joining the concerned employees to KVS
(HQ)/Regional Offices by speed post.
4. The Deputy Commissioner, KVS, All Regional Offices.
5. The Finance Officer, KVS, All Regional Offices.
6. DC (Acad)/ln-charge EDP Cell with a request to upload the same on the KVS(HQ) website.
7. Guard File.

